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Telekinetic Golf and the President's Demise - R. J. Fischer 2021-10-15
Stuart Bryson is a good but not great golfer who suddenly gets telekinesis and uses it to win professional
golf tournaments, eventually making a lot of money. He loves to dance and meets a beautiful girl who also
loves to dance. They fall in love. He likes to hike for exercise, and one time, he has to use his telekinetic
power to defend himself, injuring his attackers. He eventually reports the incident to the police, but they
have reported it before he has and accuse him of attacking them. Since he is unharmed and they are, the
sheriff tries to put him in jail. He refuses and runs away. He is now a wanted man. During the story, it is
found that the president of the United States is a fool and does many stupid things. People hope he will lose
in the upcoming election. The president eventually loses the election but refuses to admit defeat. He has a
large following of White supremacists who try to take over the government, making it into a dictatorship.
Stuart and his friends, who have also acquired telekinesis in strange ways, fight them off. The book is
action-packed with incidents causing him to use his telekinetic powers to defend himself and attack the
supremacists.
Difficult Lies - Christopher T. Werkman 2015-08-31
“A life-changing story that digs deep into the psychological, and tells us that through all trials and
tribulations, there’s a chance for a positive outlook.” –Maxy Awards Is Allan Vickery alive, or is he dead?
After a blow to the head from a golf ball, Vic isn’t certain himself. As it turns out, he’s comatose and the
things he learns while unconscious are life-changing when he reawakens. But for a man in mid-life
crisis—struggling to keep his marriage alive while attempting to become a recognized painter and still
succeed at teaching high school art—his new understanding becomes a volatile accelerant for issues that
merely smoldered in the past. In the resulting inferno, Vic finds passion in the arms of a lover and riches in
the world of high-stakes golf matches. Whether or not you play golf, you cannot avoid difficult lies in your
quest to find the fairway to happiness.
The Many Faces of Alcohol - Ted Jackson 2004-09
A retired software engineer looks back at his life and realizes how much he has lost due to his alcoholism
and his refusal to deal with it. Hopefully entertaining, perhaps funny at times, but with a serious motif.
Humor for Mature Minds - William (Bill) Daugherty 2013-04-12
Bill Daugherty has been collecting and telling jokes and humorous stories for many years. He does this, not
for profit, but for the sheer enjoyment he receives from making people laugh. With stories such as these, he
has entertained his Rotary Club, local and National Audubon Societies, literary group meetings, humorous
roast, and members of his weekly bridge games. Bill’s occupation has not been entertainment. Rather, he
has post graduate degrees in Physics and Education, and before retiring, was an Aerospace Engineering
Manager at Hughes Aircraft Company, Space Technology Laboratories, and TRW Systems. He has written
two WWII novels about the air war in the South Pacific, Black Cats, and Nightmares. He published a
monolog on education, Public School Education Destroyed by Educators, and an engineering text he co
authored, Mechanical Engineering for Electrical Engineers. His OP-ED pieces have appeared in major
newspapers. Bill firmly believes that laughter is sorely missing in our world, and jokes about mature
subjects are especially entertaining. To find out of this “Not our typical joke book” you’ll have to read it.
Second Chance, Again - Norman O'Banyon 2017-11-22
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Second Chance, Again introduces the third sibling in the Winter trilogy. Christina has every right to be
overwhelmed by the negative nature of her world, yet time and time again, she prevails with a second
chance. She finds her unquenchable self-worth by committing to a worthwhile goal: the care of an infant
who is pure innocence. In every situation, regardless of the emergency, there are choices she can make and
fulfillment she can find. Other trilogy titles: Honor Roll is the story of Ward, the youngest. Then There Were
Five is the story of Michael, the Marine. Thanks for your interest. I hope you find entertainment and
inspiration in these novels. Norman OBanyon
Your Money and Your Life - Mike LeGassick 2021-04-13
‘Your Money and Your Life’ teaches you the important life skills, and money management know-how, they
don’t teach in school. It contains all the things I wish I’d known when I left my secondary education,
together with highly effective money-saving tips and ideas. I’ve written this book to get you thinking about
the life you have and how to get the life you want. It will challenge your thinking and — if you are brave
enough — help you get out of your comfort zone! Reading is one thing but doing is quite another. If you
don’t push yourself, nobody else is going to do it for you. Psychology plays a big part in how you manage
your life and finances. Unfortunately, irrationality often trumps logic. In this book, I’ll help you to identify
your financial ‘blind spots’. Whether you are completing your education, in the middle of your working life
or looking forward to your retirement, this book will show you how to break through your ‘glass ceiling’,
maximise your opportunities and make better decisions around your money and your life. In clear,
unvarnished terms, I’ll show you how to get ahead in life, be much savvier with your money and become a
successful investor. “If you always do what you’ve always done, you’ll always get what you’ve always got.”
— Henry Ford ‘The diminutive chains of habit are seldom heavy enough to be felt, till they are too strong to
be broken.’ — Dr. Samuel Johnson
Styling Masculinity - Kristen Barber 2016-08-24
The twenty-first century has seen the emergence of a new style of man: the metrosexual. Overwhelmingly
straight, white, and wealthy, these impeccably coiffed urban professionals spend big money on everything
from facials to pedicures, all part of a multi-billion-dollar male grooming industry. Yet as this innovative
study reveals, even as the industry encourages men to invest more in their appearance, it still relies on
women to do much of the work. Styling Masculinity investigates how men’s beauty salons have persuaded
their clientele to regard them as masculine spaces. To answer this question, sociologist Kristen Barber goes
inside Adonis and The Executive, two upscale men’s salons in Southern California. Conducting detailed
observations and extensive interviews with both customers and employees, she shows how female salon
workers not only perform the physical labor of snipping, tweezing, waxing, and exfoliating, but also perform
the emotional labor of pampering their clients and pumping up their masculine egos. Letting salon
employees tell their own stories, Barber not only documents occasions when these workers are objectified
and demeaned, but also explores how their jobs allow for creativity and confer a degree of professional
dignity. In the process, she traces the vast network of economic and social relations that undergird the
burgeoning male beauty industry.
Brilliant Business Creativity - Richard Hall 2012-07-09
With budgets being cut and competition fierce, thinking creatively in business has never been so important.
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Brilliant Business Creativity is an entertaining guide to one of the most important business topics today. A
hands-on skills set book, you’ll discover all the techniques you need to be creative. It highlights how
creativity is taking shape in the business world and approaches the topic from both a macro and micro
level; how you can get your organisation to be more creative, and how you can be creative yourself. It’s an
ideal first step into the world of creativity for all those who thought creativity belonged to a creative elite –
the reality is that everyone is creative. BRILLIANT FEATURES: • Lessons in finding inspiration. • The ten
most creative things that have ever happened in business. • The ten most creative products in business. •
How to think, act and talk creatively. Nominated for CMI Management Book of the Year 2010 in the
Innovation & Entrepreneurship category
Brewed in Michigan - William Rapai 2017-10-16
Brewed in Michigan: The New Golden Age of Brewing in the Great Beer State is William Rapai’s “Ode on a
Grecian Urn”—a discussion of art and art’s audience. The art in this case is beer. Craft beer. Michigan craft
beer, to be exact. Like the Great Lakes and the automobile, beer has become a part of Michigan’s identity.
In 2016, Michigan ranked fifth in the number of craft breweries in the nation and tenth in the nation in
craft beer production. Craft brewing now contributes more than $1.8 billion annually to the state’s economy
and is proving to be an economic catalyst, helping to revive declining cities and invigorate neighborhoods.
This book is not a beer-tasting guide. Instead, Rapai aims to highlight the unique forces behind and
exceptional attributes of the leading craft breweries in Michigan. Through a series of interviews with
brewmasters over an eighteenth-month sojourn to microbreweries around the state, the author argues that
Michigan craft beer is brewed by individuals with a passion for excellence who refuse to be process drones.
It is brewed by people who have created a culture that values quality over quantity and measures tradition
and innovation in equal parts. Similarly, the taprooms associated with these craft breweries have become a
conduit for conversation—places for people to gather and discuss current events, raise money for charities,
and search for ways to improve their communities. They’re places where strangers become friends, friends
fall in love, and lovers get married. These brewpubs and taprooms are an example in
resourcefulness—renovating old churches and abandoned auto dealerships in Michigan’s biggest cities, tiny
suburbs, working-class neighborhoods, and farm towns. Beer, as it turns out, can be the lifeblood of a
community. Brewed in Michigan is a book for beer enthusiasts and for people who want a better
understanding of what makes Michigan beer special. Cheers!
The Tragedy of Darkness - Ted Bagley 2011-02
A magnificent Novel of love and tragedy The Tragedy of Darkness is Ted's first Novel. This book was set in
Chicago and is a strong depiction of how human values, decisions and relationships help to mold the final
outcome of AJ's life. A strong message rendered here by the author showing how impulsive decisions can
lead to tragic outcomes.
Changing Course - Neil Francis 2013-09-02
For more than a decade, Neil Francis was a successful CEO. He grew his internet company from scratch,
worked with some of the world's top businesses to deliver fantastic results and led the way in his industry.
Then, at the age of 41, Neil's world collapsed. Out of the blue, a stroke brought his business career to a
sudden halt. But Neil wasn't beaten. To aid his recovery, he took a job as a caddie at one of Scotland's top
golf courses. And from this most unlikely of scenarios, he found remarkable insights and wisdom that,
coupled with his vast business experience, will provide a sure foundation and rich support for anyone who
is looking – or is forced – to change course in their life. In this intriguing book, Neil masterfully weaves
together his insights on taking a new direction in life, distilled from conversations with some of the highly
successful individuals for whom he caddied. To anyone changing course, or starting again, with the
ambition of truly enjoying what they do in every area of their life going forward, Neil delivers a gem of a
routemap – perceptive, enjoyable, challenging, readable and, above all, inspiring.
Celebrate Retirement - Wicke Chambers 2005

“ Golf. It’s what lights us up. It’s our passion. That light you have that is yours and yours alone. It means
more than you know to others, without even trying to impress them. It inspires, enables others to rise. It
makes people happy.” Craig Cantwell is well known as a journeyman millionaire and 'the best professional
golfer who has not won a major.' His successful life as a tour pro is shattered when he is suspended from
the PGA Tour. Without a place to compete and with a personal life tangled with drama, Craig has to find his
way back to a life he knows. His fight is not with the scions of the tour, the public, or the scores of great
golfers who would be his opponents. He has to prevail over the toughest of adversaries - himself. 18: A
Novel of Golf and Life beautifully tells the story of Cantwell and those in his life: Rachelle Keys, the mother
of Craig's daughter and a heroic FBI Agent; Kelly Keys, the new 'IT' girl of golf; Thomas Kincaid, agent and
lawyer to the rich and scandalous; And Seth Reede, the personal development guru with a past more
shocking than any fallen hero. Far more involved than just a tale of athletic triumph, 18: A Novel of Golf
and Life is a story of forgiveness, truth, courage, and redemption. Fans of Micheal J. Murphy's Golf in the
Kingdom, James Patterson's Miracle at St. Andrews, and and J. Michael Veron's The Greatest Player Who
Never Lived will love this book for its equal parts of life, love, philosophy and golf.
Cable Ties - Bill Conrad 2022-08-23
In a post 9/11 world, knowledge is power and secretly leveraged knowledge is the most powerful of all.
When two hunters in the woods of Clearwater, Georgia, stumble onto an underground bunker filled with
sophisticated information-gathering equipment, the FBI sets up surveillance to discover who has been
stealing sensitive national secrets. As clues point to double-crossing operatives in cahoots with French and
Russian agencies, FBI director Russell Norton has no choice but to assign disgraced agent, Jeff Kelley, and
a team of green academy trainees to unravel the most destructive foreign intelligence operation in United
States history. Before long, the CIA, NSA and MI6 are involved, and Kelley and his team, along with
officials at the highest levels, must scramble to disable foreign data centers and bring to justice an intricate
web of conspirators at home and abroad.—Without sparking World War three and setting intelligence back
fifty years. For readers of Tom Clancy, Alex Bernstein and John le Carré, Cable Ties is a slow-burn political
thriller that reflects the realities of modern intelligence, law enforcement, department cooperation, and
international politics. The sequel, Cable Pairs, followed by Cable Ways will be available soon.
What's Your Time Really Worth Help! I Have Been Promoted...Now What Do I Do? - Helmut W. Horchler 2005-07-08
Your long cherished dream of being promoted has been realized. Now all you need to do is successfully
manage a group of people. If you are like most newly appointed managers, you will not be trained first your supervisor will simply expect you to know what you must do. But being a boss is very different from
being a subordinate. Avoid failure! Read this book to learn what you should master and implement to both
manage and lead. In today''s environment, knowledge is paramount. You must achieve your goals by
working through others and maximizing their performance. While no book can be a substitute for practical
experience, this one will save you valuable time by quickly bringing you up on the multiple steps of the
management learning curve.
Texas Monthly - 1975-01
Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas, reporting on vital issues such as
politics, the environment, industry, and education. As a leisure guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be
the indispensable authority on the Texas scene, covering music, the arts, travel, restaurants, museums, and
cultural events with its insightful recommendations.
G.O.L.F. - Lane H. Luoma 2011-10-28
"You don't have to be a bad golfer to be a frustrated golfer you simply have to be a golfer. The only people
that are not frustrated golfers are those that don't play. Anybody and everybody who plays the game will
indeed be humbled and frustrated by it, even the best players on the planet." "When it comes to golf,
frustration is not just possible or probable, it is, in fact, unavoidable and inevitable. Being classified as a
frustrated golfer, however, is in no way a dubious distinction. It is not an admission of inferiority but only
an admission of being human." "The GREAT GOLF PARADOX: There's probably no game more difficult to
master and yet no game more enjoyable when you do, even if only for a fleeting moment. It can, at times,
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18: A novel of Golf and Life - John Barnes 2020-04-14
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embarrass, humiliate, humble, infuriate, and frustrate us without mercy but in spite of that, most who play
love the game and many are downright fanatical about it." "Golf may best be described as a game of
opposites. You hit down to make the ball go up. You swing left and the ball goes right. You swing right and
the ball goes left. When your body is limber you use stiff shafts. When your body is stiff you use limber
shafts. The lowest score wins and the winner buys the drinks. It is also the only game I know of that can be
so FRUSTRATING one moment and yet so FUN the next." "Golf is indeed a game but not only a game. To its
dedicated and devoted followers it is much more than that. It is in part a religion, a vice, an obsession, a
passion, an affliction, a mystery, and an enigma. It can at times frustrate one beyond belief but in the blink
of an eye it can also offer up unbridled joy like nothing else." "G.O.L.F. can often seem like the GREATEST
OF LIFE'S FRUSTRATIONS but it can also be a GAME OF LIMITLESS FUN. It is, in my humble opinion,
still THE greatest game the good Lord ever created." Read about yourself or someone you know. If you're a
golfer you are most likely mentioned, described, or pictured many times in this book. If you are a non-golfer
but know a golfer(s), you will enjoy reading about them and laughing at them over and over within these
pages. www.golfrustrations.com
Golf and Beer That's Why I'm Here - Hopeful Designs 2019-08-11
"This is an awesome 6x9 inch, 110 page journal with a matte finish. This makes a perfect gift for anyone
and for any occasion.The perfect gift for students and professionals alike. So, do you like what you see? Go
ahead and buy this Golf And Beer That's Why I'm Here apparel right now. Please check out other items we
have for sale at our Amazon Store here: https:
//www.amazon.com/stores/page/8B95E58D-DFA5-40E1-B014-EAC11151D289Remember to check back
often we are always adding new products.
Warrior Sales Monk - Todd Zaugg 2009
The secrets of 11,000 sales professionals gathered in one incredible book Selling is a balance between
seduction and war! Before you go into battle, arm yourself with the hidden knowledge of the Warrior Sales
Monk. Assessments and 94 illuminations that that are combined to help create a personalized performance
solution. Here are some examples of the answers you can find inside: 1. Learn how to read your prospect or
customer's mind. 2. Danger! Great customer relationships are putting your business at risk. 3. What are the
4 battery packs for sustained performance? 4. You are losing thousands of dollars by not using this sales
process. 5. What should your best day look like? 6. What are the 14 key signs that you should leave your
job? 7. Spot the 15 competencies that top performers exhibit. How do you measure up against those? 8.
Find the balance between the warrior and monk in order to increase performance.
Fairways! What Fairways? - Alfie Ward 2013-08-14
Fairways! What Fairways? depicts the true story of two golf mad brothers who invented a dream upon the
slopes of a Scottish hillside and then made the decision to live that dream! Through their perseverance and
dedication to the task ahead, they soon discovered that enterprise gave no quarter in the harsh realities of
the business world. Their journey with golf and enterprise would be a memorable one!
Living with the Force - Shinji Yoshitake 2016-05-11
The movie Star Wars has a lot to say about how to live lifeone filled with more joy, abundance, and
awesomeness. What child born in the past four decades doesnt have childhood memories of pretending to
have the force in them? In Living with the Force, author Shinji Yoshitake offers a guide for using that force,
that power within us, to create our own reality of happiness and abundance. He explains the force as an allflowing energy field that is present everywhere and anywhere. Some call it qi, prana, fate, destiny, or
coincidence, and gut feeling, but these ideas have one thing in common: there is an undeniable force that
you can feel and experience, and it resides within you. Yoshitake underscores that it all revolves around the
choices you make that allow you to be in control and to create a happier, more prosperous, and more
abundant life. Through of series of reflections and exercises, Living with the Force shows you how to
harness that power inside of you to attain your dreams and goals. Its the power of choice and the power of
thought and emotion. Its the power that destroys and creates.
Bad Things Happen - Kris Bertin 2016-07-05
Brilliant stories about marginalized characters at the fringes of society, full of violence, heartache, and
compassion.
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Short Stories Of Inspiration & Motivation - Chris Blenning 2021-06-04
In today’s world, we all need the occasional motivational boost and positive reminders of what we can
achieve. ‘Short Stories of Inspiration & Motivation’ includes collections of worldwide anecdotes across
topics such as Positivity, Kindness, Success, Love, Attitude and more… With an ultimate goal of happiness
to the reader, the addition of humorous entries enables us all to ‘smile while we grow’.
The Biggest Joke Book Ever - Jack Jacoby 2008-09
An amazing collection of thousands of jokes - great for any occasions or just to get a great belly-laugh.
The Life Story of a Sculptor - Mafalda Vinciguerra 2015-09-21
My book is not an ordinary story. It is the life story of an exceptional young artist that was born in the same
area of Tuscany, Italy that gave birth to Leonardo da Vinci of Mona Lisa fame, Michelangelo of the David
and the Sistine Chapel ceiling and Giacomo Puccini of La Boheme and Tosca. The young Artist Sculptor, full
of art, music, love and great expectations, goes to give his love and skill in a different land with different
culture and different people – the British. The young artist is a genius, but he is not understood by the
people he meets. He sees things, he experiences things and he tells them. The reader should suffer what he
has suffered. And only because he was not living in the land of his birth he was treated as a foreigner even
after fifty years.
The Graphic - 1921
Don't Stuff Up the Sale - Wendy Berry 2008
Sales Professionals - What challenges do you face today? Why are they a challenge? What are the
consequences if these challenges continue? What would it mean to you to have a solution? Whether you are
a seasoned veteran or new to sales, here at last is the complete guide to selling that will show you step-bystep how to refine your sales process, increase conversions and sell more. Wendy will guide you through
the sales process with practical strategies that work in today's market place. Isn't it time you got serious
about your sales career? "Don't Stuff Up The Sale" works because it's loaded with proven strategies and
techniques that will increase your sales results and get you on the fast track to success! This dynamic book
comprehensively covers the sales process from beginning to end and is an invaluable guide for sales people
of all levels of experience.
Four Wives - Wendy Walker 2008-02-19
In Wendy Walker's brilliant debut, the lives of four wives and mothers intertwine and collide in a tale of
suburban angst among outrageous wealth. On the outside, it appears as though Love Welsh, Marie Passetti,
Gayle Beck and Janie Kirk lead enviable lives, with marriages to handsome, successful men; bright, happy
children; and homes right out of Architectural Digest. But in the wealthy suburb of Hunting Ridge,
appearances mask a deeper truth: These four wives are anything but perfect. As they try to maintain a
façade of bliss, behind closed doors they each face their own crises-infidelity, dissatisfaction, self-doubt. As
springtime draws to an end, doors are both opened and closed and the women come face to face with the
most difficult and heartbreaking challenge of their lives-to reconcile their innermost desires with the lives
that each of them has chosen. Four Wives shares a peek beyond the perfectly manicured lawns of Hunting
Ridge—exposing a world as troubled as it is blessed.
Messages of Effusion: Challenging Answers for Perplexing Career Situations Artists Encounter Jack White 2013-03-13
Messages of Effusion is a pick-me-up, you can do it book full of inspiration. In the world of art there seems
to be an "Artist Doldrums" where all the wind dissipates from their sails. Like having a GPS in your car,
Messages of Effusion provides instant assistance to help you get out of a jam when you are lost. Designed to
keep your attitude on a positive plane, this is a manual of encouragement with useful information sprinkled
throughout, answering questions you never thought to ask.
Back to Beer...and Hockey - Helen Antoniou 2018-04-09
To most Canadians, the Molson name is part of the very fabric of Canada. Since 1786, when John Molson
founded his first brewery in Montreal, it has become synonymous with beer, hockey, and philanthropy. Few
realize, however, how close the family came in recent years to losing control of the enterprise. Back to
Beer...and Hockey offers intimate details of the life and work of Eric Molson, who not only saved the
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company, but positioned it to thrive as a global brewery into the twenty-first century. With unprecedented
access to the Molson family, Helen Antoniou traces Eric Molson's evolution from a young brewmaster
captivated by the chemistry of beer-making to chairman of Molson. Quiet by nature, he had to confront big
egos, navigate complex boardroom politics, and even battle a disruptive cousin who tried to push him out of
the way. Antoniou's carefully researched account details how the introverted Eric overcame his aversion to
conflict to take the company from a failing conglomerate back to its core business of beer, eventually
turning it into one of the world's leading brewers. Today, he has passed the torch to his sons, the seventh
generation, but his steadfast vision prevails. An absorbing account of one man's struggle at the helm of an
international brewing giant, Back to Beer...and Hockey shows how Eric Molson's guiding principles
influenced the future of Molson – both the enterprise and the family.
How to Solve Problems and Make Brilliant Decisions - Richard Hall 2014-12-02
Business thinking skills that really work Better creative thinking leads to brilliant decision making and
successful, innovative solutions to business problems. Using the proven practical skills, techniques and
advice in this book, you will learn how to think better, faster and more productively, enabling you to shape,
train and inspire your thinking to deliver more effective results. · Improve your critical analysis and
thinking skills · Become confident in making better and more creative decisions · become faster and more
effective at problem solving This book will enable you to become a calm, logical and well-argued decision
maker with the ability to deliver better solutions and outstanding results - and win the accolade for your
work – “well thought through, persuasively argued with a creative set of options. Well done.”
Inspired Thinking - Neil Francis 2020-07-09
Inspired Thinking is an innovative way of discovering new ideas to achieve meaningful success. When
someone or something inspires you, it pushes and propels you to do something new or different. It gives
you new ideas and a strong feeling of enthusiasm and excitement. And this is the key point of this book;
helping you discover inspiration from new ideas to positively change your life. Each chapter is packed with
new ideas from various sources of inspiration such as stories, practical examples, tips, tools and strategies,
which will help you discover meaningful success. The book will explore ideas around personal value,
individuality, risk, self-belief, triviality, purpose, staying young, proactivity, determination, heroes, goals,
collaboration and legacy. Inspired Thinking is an important book for the 21st century, helping you to set the
right goals and objectives to lead you on a journey of discovery, meaning, enjoyment and purpose.
Ammunition 357 - Brian King 2009-11

secluded fairway, neither can deny the intense connection that just might be love, but the entanglements of
their past may destroy any possibility of a future. Content Warning: Substance abuse
High - Jodie Gould 2015-04-28
There may be fewer options than usual for feeling good and finding a healthy high while we’re both in
recovery and in the pandemic, but they're available - even indoors and at home. Explore our universal
human need to feel good, to escape, or to feel high, and examine what these altered states look like in the
brain. Plus discover the six pleasure principles that can provide you the most natural and long-lasting
highs. All creatures naturally seek pleasure and avoid pain. And when just feeling okay isn’t enough, people
(and many animals as well) often seek or even crave something more—to feel high. For millions of years,
humans have used alcohol, marijuana, and other drugs to help them feel better, elephants have sought out
fermented fruit, and cats have rolled ecstatically in catnip. At the same time, people have found alternative
highs without mood-altering substances, through the joy of natural activities such as play, creative
expression, and bonding with others. Drawing on current research and interviews with experts and
everyday people, award-winning journalist Jodie Gould explores the universal need to feel good in High:
The Guilt-Free Guide to Healthy Pleasure and Escape. Through this engaging read, we explore the history
of how and why people have continued to find ways to expand their consciousness and the biology of
getting high, including what these altered states look like in the brain. From there we learn why some
people can use mood-altering chemicals with few consequences while others struggle with addiction. At the
heart of Gould’s provocative findings, she identifies six pleasure principles that show how anyone can
experience the best and most lasting natural highs through the joy of: • moving and playing • connecting
with other people • finding purpose and meaning • creative self-expression • celebrating milestones • and
giving to others High is your guide to experiencing the greatest high of all: Life itself!
Cut and Run - Jeff Abbott 2014-04-29
She's a liar. She's a thief. She's a killer. She's his mother. And he'll take on the world to save her. With his
father near death, Judge Whit Mosley launches a search for his mother, who abandoned the family thirty
years ago and vanished into the criminal underworld. Hoping to heal the wounds of the past, Whit finds
Eve--framed for murder and for stealing five million dollars from a Houston crime cartel desperate to regain
their lost power. He has one impossible chance to save his mother: take her on the run, outsmart a gang of
sophisticated killers, and find the missing millions. Caught in a nightmare of double crosses and vicious
schemers, Whit turns his back on law and order for the one person he most wants to trust but knows the
least--a dangerous woman who may be plotting the cruelest deception of all.
The Nation's Health - John Augustus Lapp 1921

Love's Compromise - Cass Sellars 2021-10-03
For golf pro Piper Holthaus, a not-so-secret romance with wealthy socialite Vanessa Devereaux in exchange
for a life of privilege and promotion of her art seems like a small price to pay. Brook Myers is determined
not to let her girlfriend Meg’s substance abuse ruin her life or her new catering business, but Meg really
needs her and leaving the woman she once loved seems unfathomable. When Piper and Brook meet on a
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Chasing the Gator - Timothy Eagen McHugh 2009-08-28
Enjoy the events of one summer at White Lake Golf Course with one golf pro chasing women, one running
from the woman he has, and a staff of retirees who are more interested in free golf than working.
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